
 

STOCKPORT COUNTY SUPPORTERS’ CO-OPERATIVE  
AND STOCKPORT COUNTY FOOTBALL CLUB 

 
Meeting Notes 

 
to be held on Monday 3 December 2018 at the Fingerpost Hotel 

commencing at 6.30pm 

ATTENDANCE 

Present (SCSC):  Ian Brown (Chair), Andy Burt, Caroline Burt (Independent Secretary), 
John Giles, Ed Keane, Pete Towey 

 
Present (SCFC):  Simon Bellamy, Steve Bellis, Malcolm Clarke, Simon Dawson, Jon 

Keighren 
 

 

Takeover Talks 

1. We are now more than 12 months on from 2 parties apparently expressing interest in 
purchasing Stockport County Football Club. This is an exceptional amount of time, 
especially considering that talks don’t appear to be in an advanced stage. Are these 
approaches really credible? Are the Club better placed to end discussions and move 
on? 

2. Have we any idea what timescales any takeover could be completed within? 

3. Can the Club set up a meeting between the Co-op and the interested parties? This 
could be very beneficial to all parties? 

Nothing has changed. There are still two credible parties who are interested but they 
have their own situations to put right first. Directors are in constant contact with both 
parties. 

Both have expressed an interest in speaking to the Co-op but they are not at the stage 
to do that just yet.  

The Chair of the Co-op asked if the Co-op could write a letter to the proposed 
investors to see if they would be prepared to meet, as suggested by a member at the 
Co-op’s AGM last month. The Club agreed to pass these letters on. 

It was asked that if a deal doesn’t go through are the club going to update the Five-
Year Plan. It was explained that although there are plans in place, the Club don’t want 
to commit to a five year plan at this moment in time. 

In answer to the first question, Simon Bellamy suggested the parties are very credible 
and are worth waiting for, although it is not completely assured that a takeover will go 
through. 

Booth Street / The Bungalow 

4. With the Bungalow now sold do you know who the purchaser is? 

If it's a developer would this affect the land value of Edgeley Park and if so how would 
this impact any future plans to buy the ground? If the site is vacant is there any way it 
could be used for the benefit of SCFC e.g. extra car parking etc.? 

The Club do not know who has bought it, and there was no mention of any part of the 
Railway End on the Particulars of Sale. There is no known impact to the Club. 



 
 

 

However, whoever, has bought it, it is going to be a messy transaction as there is 
another business nearby that uses the land for access. 

Management / Playing Squad 

5. What is the status of Jim Gannon’s contract? The club announced over the summer 
that Jim was offered a full time contract, but his recent comments say that he has 
another job. Is he now, or going to be, our full time manager or not? If so, when? 

Jim Gannon is the full time first team manager and is paid as such. He is also Head 
Academy coach, but he has no other outside job other than that. 

6. In terms of the Academy setup, my understanding was that this would give the lads 
coming through a chance to play for Stockport County although with a path via 
Stockport Town.  I would like to know how successful that strategy actually is.  How 
many games have academy players actually played for Stockport Town and County?  
My guess its low to none for most of the lads, the question is why? 

Eleven Academy players have played for Stockport Town and six have played for the 
Under 21’s. 

Twelve Academy players played in the Cheshire Senior Cup against Warrington and 
there were two on the bench against Barnet. 

Downing has appeared for the first team and Josh Robinson was on the bench in our 
recent FA Cup tie against Barnet. 

This would indicate a successful strategy. 

Playing Budget / Finances 

7. Can the Co-op have a guarantee that the profits from the recent Cup run be passed 
on to Jim Gannon to spend on the playing budget? 

Effectively, Jim has already had this money. We budgeted for a £200,000 loss at the 
start of the year which the shareholders have paid in as an up-front investment to 
ensure Jim had a competitive budget. The Club does not budget for Cup runs in their 
financial forecasts. 

The prize money totals £85,000 and then there are gate receipts on top of that and TV 
receipts for extended highlights against Barnet. However, there are also costs 
involved. Around £5-10,000 went on subsidised coaches, overnight stays were 
provided and players got bonuses. 

The Club confirmed that the profit from our run in the FA Cup was worth around 
£100,000 after costs had been deducted. 

8. Can we have a specific assurance that these profits won’t be used to pay off 
shareholder debt? 

The cup money will be spent within the Club, not taken out by shareholders. 

9. The Board have previously stated that they believe this season’s playing budget to be 
within the top three in our division: Could they please explain why they believe this? 
Do they know the playing budgets of other clubs in the division? And if not, what 
specific evidence did they base this belief on? 



 
 

The League have done a benchmarking exercise and for National League North the 
average playing budget is £304,000. The median (i.e. the team finishing in 11th place) 
will be spending £262,000. Our budget, without giving figures away, is significantly 
higher than the average. 

Our attendances are far higher than any other team in this division: Does this give us 
a financial advantage over our competitors? What proportion of our annual playing 
budget could be covered by gate receipts alone? And do the board know how this 
compares to other clubs in our division? 

Our costs are also higher as will be shown in the accounts. Steve Murray, a co-opted 
member of the Co-op Board, has now been given a full set of accounts to look over 
and will be able to report back to the members. 

As an example of costs; rent is £80,000, electricity £60,000 to £70,000, stewarding 
£60,000, water £30,000. 

10. The Board have previously stated that the club will return to full time status next 
season. Could they please provide details about this?  

The Club are committed to a full time set up next season. It might be that this allows 
special dispensation to certain players who wish to continue with their current jobs. 
We need to come up with a model that suits.  

11. When will the accounts to June 2018 be published at Companies House? 

The Club have been advised by their accountant that they will be published by the end 
of the year. They will show a loss of circa £50,000. 

The Co-op board questioned writing down shareholder debt on the balance sheet. The 
Club said this hadn’t been discussed, but it would be a consideration. 

Catering  

12. We, as fans, have been continuously advised that CGC are listening to the club and 
will address the poor match day service, product and long queues, yet little changes.   
  
Please can you publish the minutes or Q&A's from the last 2 fortnightly meetings with 
CGC. That way we can see that CGC are being held to account and will deliver huge 
improvements.  
 
After all, this lack of service and maximising of sales will be affecting the 70% net 
profit that the club receives. It seems a no brainer that this is addressed and quickly. 

The contract with CGC runs out at the end of next year and it is clearly in all our 
interests to maximise this deal. The Club are desperate to get this right and it is a 
subject that gets raised at every Board meeting. 

The meetings with CGC are not minuted but it is suggested that someone from the 
Co-op Board attends going forward. If the Co-op could collate a list of complaints and 
feedback on a fortnightly basis. 

The introduction of a bottle bar (on a trial basis) in the Cheadle End concourse should 
help. It won’t be ready for the Chester game, but the Kidderminster match looks like 
an achievable target date. It will be emphasised at the meeting this week that pints 
need to be pre poured at half time to get people served quicker. 

CGC do have an idea of how many people we are expecting – including the take up of 
community and schools tickets – as they are told in advance. 



 
 

It is worth bearing in mind that trying to fill a position which is only a three hour shift 
once a fortnight is not easy, but clearly there is plenty of room for improvement. 

If you compare us to other clubs at our level, the corporate package is good quality 
and good value for money.  

 

Community Ticket Scheme / The Popside 

13. The Co-op, together with Help the Hatters and a number of other parties have raised 
£2,400 for the Community Ticket scheme to enable 1,200 families from junior football 
clubs and community groups to attend a free game at Edgeley Park. We were 
therefore extremely disappointed at the Brackley game to see very limited turnstiles 
open for the Vernon Stand, resulting in many families missing the Remembrance Day 
tributes. Some families couldn’t get into the ground until 3.10pm.   

Furthermore, despite lengthy discussions at our last meeting about catering, there was 
only 1 member of staff serving around 500 home fans. Before half time, there were 
around 100 people queuing and the caterers had completely run out of hot food well 
before half time.  

The club does tremendous work to get young fans into games through the schools 
initiative and the community initiative, and the overwhelming majority of the children 
love the experience. However the experience/visit could be made so much 
better/easier for them (and other regular fans) with just a few relatively simple 
changes.  

For the Chester game we have 413 people coming as part of the community scheme, 
and if you add the free tickets for schools this will push the number to over 800. 

We need to educate people to try and get to the turnstiles earlier because with the 
best will in the world, if 800 people turn up to the turnstile at 2:55pm they are not all 
going to see kick off. We can do that by including it in the correspondence they 
receive. 

It was pointed out that there is only ever two turnstiles open on the Vernon Stand, 
sometimes even only one. The Club indicated that the number of turnstiles to be 
manned on the day would be decided on the Thursday before. 

There have been discussions about moving the children to the Cheadle End for the 
Chester game due to the size of the away following expected. Yellow Block will also 
be moved. 

The Co-op stressed that the Yellow Block fans should nurtured rather than keep being 
moved about and the option of opening up the Railway End for the away fans was 
suggested. 

The Club confirmed that the Railway End is in a poor state. It isn’t just about 
rearranging seats to free up a couple of blocks for use, the frames are rusted due to it 
being out in the elements and there isn’t much that is salvageable. To re-seat the 
whole stand completely it would cost £40,000. It’s worth considering that there is also 
no leg room as it was a standing terrace that has had seats added at a later date.  

14. There is no hot water in the toilets in the Popside and the hand-drier is cold, slow and 
feels like it should have been replaced 20 years ago. This is off-putting for visitors and 
especially in the cold winter weather makes people think twice about following basic 
hygiene. I know that hot water works in the Cheadle End and the toilets in the Cheadle 
End are supplied with paper towels for hand-drying. Is there no hot water supply to the 
Popside? Or has it just been turned off? Either way, can the club let us know how they 



 
 

intend to rectify this? A simple/cheapest step might be to install paper towel 
dispensers so fans don't have to spend 5 minutes with wet hands under a cold air-
drier.  

The Club were not aware of these issue and they will be raised at the meeting 
tomorrow. 

 

DATE OF THE NEXT MEETING 
 
Monday 14th January 2019 


